Scientific Program

Access to Care in Low and Middle Income Countries

Specific registration required

Friday 22 October
Morning

Hotel «Meridien Nfis»

08:45 - 09:00
Introduction
Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)

09:00 – 10:00
Lecture
Robert Sebbag (France)
The Next Health Frontier: Chronic Diseases in Developing Countries

10:00 – 12:30
Symposium
Assessing the Gap Between Services and Population Needs in Mental Health
Chairs: Driss Moussou (Morocco), JP Boulanger (France)
- A Soghoyan (Armenia)
Mental Health Care in Eastern Europe: an Ongoing Transition
- D Houinato (Benin)
West Africa: Building a Mental Health Care System in a Context of Strong Traditional Beliefs
- Fatima Assouab (Morocco)
Mental Health Care in Western Mediterranean: a Heterogeneous Situation
- A De Leon Cardoza (Guatemala)  
Central America: Adapting Mental Health Care to Multicultural Context and Post Conflict Traumatisms  
- Nguyen Kim Viet, La Duc Cuong (Vietnam)  
Development of Mental Health Care in Vietnam, a Ministry of Health Priority

**Afternoon**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 14:00 – 15:00 | Lecture  
Julio Arboleda-Florez (Canada)  
**Understanding the Stigma of Mental Illness** |
| 15:00 – 17:30 | Symposium  
**Mental Health in Primary Care: Sharing Experiences from the Field**  
Chairs: Frédéric Rouillon (France), NG Desai (India)  
- Adil khoubila (Morocco)  
Fossam: From a Pilot Program for Schizophrenia to a National Program for Mental Health  
- Gary Belkin (USA)  
Integrating Mental Health Care in the Millenium Villages Projet  
- Chris Underhill (UK)  
Basic Needs: Successful Mental Health Programs  
- Ahmad Ould Hamady (Mauritania)  
Developing Mental Health Care in Mauritania through a Public-Private Partnership |

**Saturday 23 October**

**Morning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 09:00 – 10:00 | Lecture  
P Martin (France)  
**Schizophrenia: What is New from the Psychopharmacology Perspective** |
| 10:00 – 12:30 | Workshop  
**Aligning Services and Population Needs through the Incorporation of Mental Health Care in Primary Care (Part 1)**  
Chairs: Julio Arboleda-Florez (Canada), Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)  
Rapporteurs: X Castaneda (Guatemala), A Ould Hamady (Mauritania), F Assouab (Morocco)  
Themes:  
- Identify and Overcome Barriers  
- Select the Right Targets for Maximising Impact  
- Insert Programs in the Countries’ Public Health Policy  
- Evaluation: Strategy, methods and Criteria |
Methodology: Julio Arboleda-Florez (Canada)

**Afternoon**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14:00 – 16:30</td>
<td>Workshop Aligning Services and Population Needs through the Incorporation of Mental Health Care in Primary Care (Part 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30</td>
<td>Concluding Remarks Driss Moussaoui (Morocco), Daniel Gerard (France)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Saturday 23 October

10:00 – 15:00

**Ryad Mogador Hôtel**

Atelier pour Jeunes Psychiatres Maghrébins  
**Sponsorié par l’Association Mondiale de Psychiatrie**

**Santé Mentale Maternelle Périnatale: de la Recherche à une Meilleure Qualité de Vie Mère-Bébé**

- Présidente: Nadia Kadri (Maroc)
- Fatima Asri (Maroc)

Epidémiologie des Troubles Mentaux Périnataux
- Naima Samouh (Maroc)

Gynécologue et Troubles Périnataux: Difficultés de Prise en Charge
- Nadia Kadri (Maroc)

Prise en Charge des Troubles Mentaux durant la Grossesse
- Ghizlane Benjelloun (Maroc)

Prévention en Périnatalité et Théorie de l’Attachement
- Discussion et Conclusion

09:00 – 18:00

Registration

18:00 – 19:00

Room «Les Ministres»

Opening Ceremony of the Congress

19:00 – 19:30

Room «Les Ministres»

Musical Interlude

19:30 – 20:15

Room «Les Ministres»

Plenary Lecture (PL II)
Darrell Kirch (USA)

**The Legacy of Abraham Flexner and the Future of Global Medical Education**

Chairs: David Goldberg (UK), Eliot Sorel (USA)

20:30 – 21:30

Mansour Eddahbi Hotel

Welcome Reception
## Sunday 24 October
### Morning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Les Ambassadeurs»</th>
<th>08:00 – 09:30</th>
<th>Plenary Symposium (PS II)</th>
<th>Integrating Health &amp; Mental Health: Asian Experiences &amp; Lessons Learned (Part I)</th>
<th>Chairs: Roy Abraham Kallivayalil (India), Tsuyoshi Akiyama (Japan)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1- Ahmad Mohit (Iran)</td>
<td>Psychiatry and Mental Health in Iran: Past, Present, Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2- Shridhar Sharma (India)</td>
<td>Training Primary Health Care Physicians in Mental Health: An Essential Step Towards Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3- Jitendra Kumar Trivedi (India)</td>
<td>Social Psychiatry in Mental Health: Status in Developing Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4- Maksut Kulzhanov (Kazakhstan)</td>
<td>Integrating Mental Health into Primary Health Care: Challenges for Future Public Health Policy in Kazakhstan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Fes 1»</th>
<th>08:00 – 09:30</th>
<th>Symposium (S XI)</th>
<th>Women Careers in Psychiatry</th>
<th>Chairs: Michaela Amering (Austria), Anita Riecher Rössler (Switzerland)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1- Marianne Kastrup (Denmark)</td>
<td>Gender Differences in Stress Among Medical Doctors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2- Anita Riecher Rössler (Switzerland)</td>
<td>Mentoring Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3- Nadia Kadri (Morocco)</td>
<td>Family Structure and Gender Roles in the Maghreb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4- Beate Schrank, Ingrid Sibitz, Michaela Amering (Austria)</td>
<td>The Gender Gap is Narrowing: a Study on High Impact Publications in Psychiatry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Fes 2»</th>
<th>08:00 – 09:30</th>
<th>Symposium (S I)</th>
<th>Integrating Health and Resources in Psychiatric and Psychotherapeutic Treatment</th>
<th>Chairs: Maria Ammon (Germany), Ilse Burbiel (Germany)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1- Ilse Burbiel (Germany)</td>
<td>Psychotherapeutic Work with the Healthy Identity Parts of Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2- Maria Ammon (Germany)</td>
<td>The Importance of Creative Dimensions in the Dynamic Psychiatric Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3- Sam Tyano (Israel)</td>
<td>Relations Between Parents’ Interactive Style in Dyadic and Triadic Play and Toddlers’ Symbolic Capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4- Wolfgang Rutz (Sweden)</td>
<td>Integrative Approaches on Individual and Public Mental Health Promotion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Room «Karam 1»

**08:00 – 09:30 Symposium (S V)**

**Social Psychiatry and Biological Therapies**  
Chairs: Konstantinos Fountoulakis (Greece), Masafumi Mizuno (Japan)  
1- Marina Economou (Greece)  
Stigma and Biological Therapies: Breaking the Vicious Circle  
2- Roumen Milev (Canada)  
Are There Differences Between Ethnic Groups Concerning the Attitude Towards Medication?  
3- Konstantinos Fountoulakis (Greece)  
Social Reaction to Scientific Papers: The Kirsch Case  
4- George Awad (Canada)  
Inner Experiences and Attitudes Towards Illness and Medications

### Room «Karam 2»

**08:00 – 09:30 Symposium (S XX)**

**The Next Health Frontier: Mental Disorders in Developing Countries**  
Chairs: Frederic Rouillon (France), Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)  
1- Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)  
Overcoming the Stigma of Mental Illness, From a Pilot to a National Program in Morocco  
2- Gary Belkin (USA)  
Mental Health Care for the "Bottom Billion": Integrating Mental Health Care in the Millennium Villages Project  
3- Chris Underhill (UK)  
Introducing the Basics Needs Model for Mental Health Development  
4- Ahmed Ould Hamady (Mauritania)  
Aligning Healthcare Services and Patient Needs in Mental Health: The Nouadhibou Experience

### Room «Karam 3»

**08:00 – 09:30 Workshop (W VI)**

**New Pedagogic and Technical Tools, such as Virtual Encounter in Social Psychiatry - Barriers and Possibilities in Different Cultural Contexts and Groups**  
Chairs: Solvig Ekblad (Sweden), Marianne Kristiansson (Sweden)  
Eliot Sorel (USA), Yueqin Huang (China), Marianne Kristiansson (Sweden), Solvig Ekblad (Sweden)

### Room «Reda 2»

**08:00 – 09:30 Oral Presentations (OP I)**

**Well-being, Quality of Life**  
Chairs: Russell D’Souza (Australia), Yasser Khazaal (Switzerland)  
1- Russell D’Souza (Australia)  
Spiritual Values and the Science of Well-being- Its Role in Psychiatry  
2- Hannelore Jimenez Alonso (Austria)  
Image Work as a Key of Acceptance for Apparently Unsolvable Life Issues  
3- Nicoleta Tataru (Romania)  
Ageing and Mental Health Care with Optimal QoL  
4- Maha Younis Sulaiman (Iraq) Comparison QOL-SRPB Test Results between Two Groups of Jordanian and Iraqi University Students  
5- Yasser Khazaal, Rita Manghi, Daniele Zullino (Switzerland)  
Mental Health Advance Directives, a Way to Overcome Coercion Related Problems
Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
09:30 – 10:15 Plenary Lecture (PL VI)
Pedro Ruiz (USA)
The Role of Acculturative Stress on Mental Health and Mental Illness
Chairs: Armen Soghoyan (Armenia), Yueqin Huang (China)

10:15 – 11:00
Break and Posters

11:00 – 12:30
Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
11:00 – 12:30 Plenary Symposium (PS III)
Integrating Health & Mental Health: Asian Experiences & Lessons Learned (Part II)
Chairs: Roy Abraham Kallivayalil (India), Tsuyoshi Akiyama (Japan)
1- Kanna Sugiura (Japan)
Integrating Health & Mental Health in Japan
2- Kim Savuon (Cambodia)
Current Mental Health Services in Cambodia
3- Pichet Udomratn (Thailand)
Integrating Health and Mental Health in Teaching and Service: Experiences from Thailand
4- Yuequin Huang (China)
Experiences of Integrating Health and Mental Health in China

Room «Fes 1»
11:00 – 12:30 Symposium (S XII)
Essential Tools for Community Mental Health Services in Low and Middle Income Countries
Chairs: Heinz Katschnig (Austria), Raluca Sfetcu (Romania)
1- Michaela Amering (Austria)
Tools for User and Family Involvement
2- Heinz Katschnig (Austria)
Tools for Managing Services and Working with Patients
3- Raluca Sfetcu (Romania)
A Tool for Antistigma Actions in Schools
4- Wolfgang Spiegel (Austria)
TRIPS – an Interactive Tool for Recognizing Depression, Anxiety and Alcohol Disorders in Primary Care

Room «Fes 2»
11:00 – 12:30 Symposium (S XXXI)
Second and Third Generation (Moroccan) Immigrants: A Concern and a Challenge
Chairs: Rutger Jan Van der Gaag (The Netherlands), Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)
1- Rutger Jan Van der Gaag (The Netherlands)
Second and Third Generation (Moroccan) Immigrants: Myths and Facts
2- Said Bellari (The Netherlands)
Second and Third Generation (Moroccan) Immigrants: Forensic Aspects
3- Victor M Vladár Rivero (The Netherlands)
Second and Third Generation (Moroccan) Immigrants: A Challenge to Social Psychiatry
Room «Karam 1»

11:00 – 12:30 Symposium (S XXIV)
Sequels of War and Extreme Violence
Chairs: Lilla Hardi (Hungary), Alfredo Calcedo-Barba (Spain)
1- Lilla Hardi (Hungary)
Therapies in a Multicultural Context
2- Silvana Kederest, Thomas Wenzel, Fabian Friedrich, Roland Schmitt (Austria)
Teaching Psychiatric Forensic Documentation of Violence in a Transcultural and Interdisciplinary Setting
3- Lejla Cakovic, Senadin Fadilpasic (Bosnia-Herzegovina)
Effects of Late Multidisciplinary Rehabilitation Treatment of Victims of Torture
4- James Jaranson (USA)
Evaluating the Services of Torture Rehabilitation Programmes: History and Recommendations

Room «Karam 2»

11:00 – 12:30 Workshop (W IX)
The Recovery Model at a Multi-Disciplinary Psychiatric Team from Swedish, Arabic and English Perspectives
Chairs: Goran Isaksson (Sweden), Ali Alharjan (UAE)
Shelgha McGlashen (UK), Najem Al-Falahe (UK), Julia Griffiths (UK),Sara Beliel (UK), Goran Isaksson (Sweden), Ali Alharjan (UAE)

Room «Karam 3»

11:00 – 12:30 Oral Presentations (OP II)
Cultural Perspectives in Mental Health
Chair: Samuel Okpaku (USA)
1- Cancelled
2-Samuel Okpaku (USA)
Post Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation: A Cultural Perspective
3- Peter Van Loon (The Netherlands)
Somatisation: a Transcultural Perspective
4- Jonathan Burns, Khatija Jhazbhay, Tonya Esterhuizen, Robin Emsley (South Africa)
The Impact of Psychosocial and Cultural Factors on the Clinical Presentation of First-Episode Psychosis
5- Masanori Isobe, Shouichi Matsuba, Yoshichika Kawaguchi, Masaharu Uemoto (Japan)
The Concepts and Coping Behaviors about Schizophrenia -A Cross Cultural Study in Vietnam and Japan

Room «Reda 2»

11:00 – 12:30 Oral Presentations (OP III)
Psychosis
Chairs: Jean Pierre Olié (France), Levent Kuey (Turkey)
1- Delphine Capdevielle (France)
Is Extended Duration of Hospitalization in First Episode Psychosis Clinically Justifiable? The STEP Project
2- Jonathan Burns (South Africa)
Income Inequality and the Treated Incidence of First-Episode Psychosis in South Africa
3- Alp Ucok (Turkey)
Relationship between Anticipated Discrimination and Severity of Symptoms and Functionality in Schizophrenia
4- Harmut Berger (Germany)
Multifamily Intervention for Patients with Schizophrenic Disorders and their Relatives

12:30 – 14:00
Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
Satellite Symposium Valdoxan
**Restoring Circadian Rhythms: a New Way to Successfully Manage Depression**
Chairs: Jallal Toufiq (Morocco), Imane Tazi (Morocco)
- Pierre-Michel Llorca (France)
Restoring Circadian Rhythms and its Clinical Implications
- Goran Hajak (Germany)
Efficacy of Agomelatine, Clinical Experience in Depressed Patients

**Afternoon**

14:00 – 14:45
Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
Plenary Lecture (PL VIII)
David Satcher (USA)
**Social Determinants of Health**
Chairs: Eliot Sorel (USA), Wolfgang Rutz (Sweden)

14:45 – 15:30
Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
Plenary Lecture (PL VII)
Norman Sartorius (Switzerland)
**Are Any of the Current Paradigms of Psychiatry Still Valid?**
Chairs: Sam Tyano (Israel), Nadia Kadri (Morocco)

15:30 – 16:15
Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
Plenary Lecture (PL IV)
Mario Maj (Italy)
**When Does Depression Become a Mental Disorder?**
Chairs: Oye Gureje (Nigeria), Shridhar Sharma (India)

16:15 – 16:45
Break and Posters

16:45 – 18:15
Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
Plenary Symposium (PS XI)
**International Perspectives on Stigma Reduction**
Chairs: Norman Sartorius (Switzerland), Edgard Belfort (Venezuela)
1- Nadia Kadri, Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)
Anti-stigma Activities in Morocco
2- Roy Abraham Kallivayalil (India)
Anti-stigma Efforts in Kerala, India
3- Norman Sartorius (Switzerland)
New Paradigms for Work against the Stigma of Mental Illness
4- Virginie Cobigo, Heather Stuart (Canada)
Conceptualizing Social Inclusion
**Room «Fes 1»**

16:45-18:15 Symposium (S XVIII)

**Santé Mentale et Société au Maroc**

Chairs: Nadia Kadri (Morocco), Abdessadek El Idrissi (Morocco)

1- Rajaa Sbihi, Nawel Acharhabi, Bahia El Ouazzani, Nawal Idrissi Khamilichi (Morocco)

Réseau de Santé Mentale de l'Enfant et de l'Adolescent: Projet sur la Région du Grand Casablanca

2- Fatima Assouab, Soumaya Rachidi (Morocco)

WHO-AIMS in Morocco, 2006: a Way to Optimizing Mental Health Service Delivery

3- Hachem Tyal (Morocco)

Quelle Psychiatrie Privée pour quel Maroc ? Interrogations sur une Pratique Clinique

4- Jallal Toufiq (Morocco)

La Famille, la Communauté et la Santé Mentale

---

**Room «Fes 2»**

16:45-18:15 Symposium (S XXX)

**Emergent Aspects of Addiction: Social and Behavioral Correlates**

Chairs: Massimo Clerici (Italy), Frederic Rouillon (France)

1- Massimo Di Giannantonio, G Di Iorio, T Acciavatti, D De Berardis, G Sepede, Giovanni Martinotti (Italy)

Basic Symptoms, Drug Abuse and Early Psychosis

2- Soumia Berrada (Morocco)

Socio-Behavioral Correlates of Addiction in a Cultural Perspective

3- Giovanni Martinotti, Corrado Villella, Riccardo Guiglielmo, Marco Di Nicola, Gianluigi Conte, Luigi Janiri (Italy)

Behavioral Addictions: from Prevention to Psychopathology

4- Giuseppe Bersani (Italy)

Adolescent and Juvenile Cannabis and Early Psychotic Disorders

---

**Room «Karam 1»**

16:45-18:15 Symposium (S VIII)

**Cinéma d’ici et d’ailleurs**

Présidents: Alain Bouvarel (France), Marie-Jo Bourdin (France)

1- Alain Bouvarel (France)

Santé Mentale et Psychiatrie Sociale. Le Rôle du CNASM

2- Marie-Jo Bourdin (France)

Folie et Maladie Mentale, Confrontation des Imaginaires

3. Christophe Paris (France)

La Place des Outils Multimédia dans le Transfert des Compétences

4. Ursula Kalil, Rossella Carnevali (France)

Séminaire sur le WEB (Webminars) dans la Recherche Interculturelle

---

**Room «Karam 2»**

16:45-18:15 Workshop (W I)

**Social Psychiatry and Sexual Behavior**

Chairs: Robert Segraves (USA), Richard Balon (USA)

1- Richard Balon (USA)

The Interaction of Medical Disease, Psychiatric Disorder and Sexual Function

2- Kathleen Segraves (USA)

Psychotherapy of Female Sexual Dysfunction

3- Robert Segraves (USA)

Diagnosis of Sexual Dysfunction in a Multicultural Context
Room «Karam 3»

16:45-18:15 Workshop (W VIII)
Mental Health Care Reform and Financing Mechanisms - The Examples of Austria and Romania
Chairs: Heinz Katschnig (Austria), Eliot Sorel (USA)
Heinz Katschnig (Austria), Alex Paziuc (Romania), Raluca Sfetcu (Romania)

Room «Reda 2»

16:45-18:15 Oral Presentations (OP IV)
Migration et Exclusion
Présidents de séance: Mohamed Taleb (France), Jalil Bennani (Maroc)
1- Jean Furtos (France)
Compréhension, Diagnostic et Conduite à Tenir devant le Développement du Syndrome d'Autoexclusion
2- Cancelled
3- Mohamed Taleb (France)
Migration et Modèles Sociaux de la Schizophrénie
4- Saïd Fattah, Yann Hodé, Régine Vonthron, Noëlle Ingold, Krystel Turlet, Nathalie Rouyere, Magali Huentz, Claudine Clément, Fabrice Duval (France)
Bilan d’une Session du Programme Psychoéducatif "Profamille" et ses Effets sur les Familles de Malades Souffrant de Schizophrénie

18:15 – 19:00
Room «Karam 2»
MedGENE
Mediterranean Gene Environment Network in Psychiatric Research: What is it?
Simona Gaudi (Italy)

18:15 – 19:15
Room «Reda 2»
Young Psychiatrists Track (YPT I)
Norman Sartorius (Switzerland)
David Goldberg (UK)
Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
08:00 – 09:30 Plenary Symposium (PS XII)
Religion and Psychiatry: Cross-Cultural Perspectives
Chairs: Peter Verhagen (The Netherlands), Juan José Lopez-Ibor (Spain)
1- Ahmed Okasha (Egypt)
Psychosis and Deep Meditation: Transcultural Study
2- Juan José Lopez Ibor (Spain)
Religious Experience and Psychopathology
3- Peter Verhagen (The Netherlands)
Psychiatry and Religion: What Psychiatrists Need to Learn and to Practice?
4- Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)
Spirits and Psychopathology
Discussant: Shridhar Sharma (India)

Room «Fes 1»
08:00 – 09:30 Symposium (S XIV)
User and Carer Involvement in Mental Health
Chairs: Michaela Amering (Austria), Richard Warner (USA)
1- Richard Warner, James M Mandiberg (USA)
The Importance of Client Community in the Design of Psychiatric Treatment and Rehabilitation Programs
2- Michaela Amering (Austria)
Trialogue: an Exercise in Communication between Users, Carers and Mental Health Workers- Beyond Role Stereotypes
3- George Szmukler (UK)
Service User Involvement in Research and a ‘Well-Ordered Science’
4- Naima Slamti Trachen /NGO Amali (Morocco)
La Psychoéducation des Familles

Room «Fes 2»
08:00 – 09:30 Symposium (S XXIX)
JL Marti-Tusquets Memorial Symposium on Education in Social Psychiatry
Chairs: Guilherme Ferreira (Portugal), Tom Burns (UK)
1- Ramon Blasi, Raquel Yáñez, Belén Yagüe (Spain)
Continuous Training and Research in Social Psychiatry in Catalonia
2- Tom Burns (UK)
Social Psychiatry Education and Training in the UK
3- Guilherme Ferreira (Portugal)
Education and Training in Social Psychiatry in Portugal and in the Mediterranean Region
4- Andrews Molodynski (UK)
Education and Training in Social Psychiatry in the UK
Discussant: Eliot Sorel (USA)
Room «Karam 1»
08:00 – 09:30 Symposium (S XXVIII)
Empathy: Contemporary Perspectives
Chairs: E Mohandas (India), Anu Kant Mital (India)
1- Rajesh Nagpal (India)
In Deed, Indeed – Compassion and Empathy
2- E Mohandas (India)
Neural Correlates
3- Anu Kant Mital (India)
Autism & Empathy: Converging Evidence
4- Venu Gopal Jhanwar (India)
Empathy in Geriatric Population: Clinical Perspective

Room «Karam 2»
08:00 – 09:30 Workshop (W XII)
Facing Severe Mental Disorder Challenge
Chairs: Francisco Torres-González (Spain), Jorge A Cervilla (Spain)
Francisco Torres-González (Spain), Jorge A Cervilla (Spain)

Room «Karam 3»
08:00 – 09:30 Oral Presentations (OP V)
Addictions
Chairs: Michael Stone (USA), Jallal Toufiq (Morocco)
1- Abdul rashid Rusdi (Malaysia)
Spiritual Enhanced Drug Addiction Rehabilitation (SEDAR) Program
2- Michael H Stone (USA)
Marijuana-Related Psychosis in Forensic Patients
3- Ronald See (USA)
Stress-Cue Interactions in Drug Addiction

Room «Reda 2»
08:00 – 09:30 Oral Presentations (OP VI)
Migrants and Refugees
Chairs: Solvig Ekblad (Sweden), Peter van Loon (The Netherlands)
1- Solvig Ekblad, Maria Asplund (Sweden)
Health Information by a Nurse Enhances Perception of Security and Ability to Cope with Stress among Asylum Seekers: Explorative Study
2- Peter Van Loon (The Netherlands)
Schizophrenia, the Increased Risk among Ethnic Minorities in the Netherlands
3- Laura Alamo (Spain)
Art Therapy in Primary Care Like Promotion of Health and Prevention of Diseases with Haitian Mothers
4- Hans Rohlof (The Netherlands)
Moroccan Women in the Netherlands in Psychotherapy
5- Alan Rosen, Wayne Colin Rigby, Jennifer Wannan, Helen Berry, Craig Hart, Ian Long, Paul Fanning, Brian Kelly (Australia)
“If the Land is Sick, We Are Sick”: Aboriginal Communities’ Responses to Drought, their Adaptation Strategies and Lessons for all Australians

Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
09:30 – 10:15 Plenary Lecture (PL V)
Ahmed Okasha (Egypt)
The Emergence of Subthreshold Psychiatric Disorder
Chairs: Tetsuya Hirose (Japan), Marianne Kastrup (Denmark)
### 10:15 – 11:00
Break and Posters

### 11:00 – 12:30
**Room «Les Ambassadeurs»**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 11:00 – 12:30 | **Plenary Symposium (PS VI)**  
Access to Mental Health Care in Low Income Countries: Transforming our Approach (FAST)  
Chairs: Julio Arboleda-Florez (Canada), Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)  
1- Julio Arboleda-Florez, Heather Stuart (Canada)  
Fast Guatemalan Program  
2- Fatima Assouab (Morocco)  
Developing Access to Care Through a National Mental Health Program  
3- Robert Sebbag (France)  
What Role for Public-Private Partnerships in Mental Health?  
4- Naima Trachen (Morocco)  
Création d’une Antenne AMALI à Benslimane |

**Room «Fes 1»**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 11:00 – 12:30 | **Symposium (S XXVI)**  
The Transition from Psychiatric Hospitals to Community Services  
Chairs: Julian Leff (UK), Thomas Craig (UK)  
1- Thomas Jamieson-Craig (UK)  
Implementing Evidence Based Psychosocial Interventions: an Ongoing Challenge for Community Mental Health Services  
2- Frederick Hickling (Jamaica)  
The Integration of Psychiatric Care into Community Services  
3- Alex Paziuc (Romania)  
Mental Health Centre “Campulung Bucovina” – Model of Developing Community Mental Health Services in Small Towns and Rural Areas  
4- Vito Flaker (Slovenia)  
Assembling a Deinstitutionalisation Machine – Exploring Conceptual and Systemic Complexities of Action |

**Room «Fes 2»**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 11:00 – 12:30 | **Symposium (S VI)**  
The Social Approach to Geriatric Psychiatry  
Chairs: Konstantinos Fountoulakis (Greece), Farouk Lotaief (Egypt)  
1- Charalambos Bastas (Greece)  
Home Care Services for Mental Health in the Elderly: The Greek Experience  
2- Melina Siamouli (Greece)  
The Burden of Caregivers of Geriatric Patients  
3- Anastasios Kourtis (Greece)  
Politico-Economical Considerations Concerning Mental Health Care for the Elderly  
4- Mariana Siapera (Greece)  
The Social Implications of Dementia |
**Room «Karam 1»**

11:00 – 12:30 Workshop (W VII)

**National Social Psychiatric Societies: Best Practices & Lessons Learned (Part I)**

Chair: Roy Abraham Kallivayalil (India)
1- Roy Abraham Kallivayalil (India)
Cultural Perspectives and Networking among National Social Psychiatry Societies
2- Heinz Katschnig (Austria)
Biological Uniformity and Social Psychiatric Diversity - Implications for Organizing Local and International Associations
3- Masafumi Mizuno (Japan)
Japanese Society for Social Psychiatry
4- Harry Minas (Australia)
Section of Social and Cultural Psychiatry of the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists
5- Marc Habib (France)
French Association of Social Psychiatry

**Room «Karam 2»**

11:00- 12:30 Oral Presentations (OP VII)

**Child and Adolescent's Mental Health**

Chairs: Joan Raphael-Leff (UK), Imane Tazi (Morocco)
1- Guillaume Bronsard (France), Amine Benjelloun (Morocco)
Prevalence Rate of DSM Mental Disorders among Adolescents Living in Residential Group Homes of the French Child Welfare System
2- Zhaorui Liu (China)
An Economic Evaluation of Intervention to Personality Dysfunction among Adolescents in China
3- Cancelled
4- Guillaume Bronsard (France), Amine Benjelloun (Morocco)
Why Girls Living in Group Homes Are “Agitated” as much as Boys? Addressing, Understanding and Treating the Behavior Disorders of Youth Involved in the Child Welfare System through the Use of Psychoanalysis alongside Neurosciences
5- Joan Raphael-Leff (UK)
Adolescence as a 'Second Chance'

**Room «Karam 3»**

11:00 – 12:30 Oral Presentations (OP VIII)

**Mental Illness and Family**

Chairs: George Awad (Canada), Sigrid Steffen (Belgium)
1- George Awad (Canada)
The Burden of Care Giving in Schizophrenia: the Concept, the Challenges and its Impacts
2- Meltem Meric, Fahriye Oflaz (Turkey)
Living With a Husband on Hemodialysis: “Tides in the Life of Wives”
3- Myra Piat (Canada)
Recovery in Mental Health: The Importance of Families for Persons with Serious Mental Illness Living in Structured Community Housing
4- Cigdem Tatar Yuksel, Fahriye Oflaz (Turkey)
The Evaluation of Parent Support Groups Based on the Concepts of Neuman's Systems Model on Coping, Support Perception and Anxiety of Parents with Disabled Children
5- Ya Ling Chen (Taiwan)
Factors Influencing Parenting Performance among Taiwanese Parents of Children with Developmental Disabilities
Room «Reda 2»

11:00 – 12:30 Oral Presentations (OP IX)

Aspects Sociaux et Familiaux de la Maladie Mentale et Formation
Présidents de séance: Bechir Ben Hadj Ali (Tunisie), Fatima Assouab (Maroc)
1- Saoussan Bouhlel, Sonia Ben Younes, Yassine Jones, Haifa Ben Meriem, Mabrouk Ghaouar, Zouhaier El Hechmi (Tunisie)
Stigma and Expressed Emotions in Tunisian Family Members of People with Schizophrenia
2- Caroline Doucet, Dina Joubrel (France)

Enjeux Psychosociaux et Subjectifs du Debriefing Psychologique : Réflexions et Préconisations
3- Louafi Rguiibi (Maroc)
Comment Mobiliser “le Religieux” pour une Meilleur Observance Thérapeutique ?
4- Amine Benjelloun (Maroc), Guillaume Bronsard (France), Marcel Rufo (France)
Mise en Place d’une Plateforme Commune de Formation à l’Usage des Travailleurs Sociaux, Educateurs, Enseignants, Soignants, Prenant en Charge des Adolescents Difficiles

12:30 – 14:00

Room «Fes 1»

Debate

21st Century Psychiatric Medicine: Is there a Future for it?
Affirmative: Darrell Kirch (USA)
Negative: Heinz Katschnig (Austria)
Moderators: Eliot Sorel (USA), Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)

Afternoon

14:00 – 15:30

Room «Les Ambassadeurs»

Plenary Symposium (PS IV)

Gender Aspects in Health and Mental Health
Chairs: Michaela Amering (Austria), Josyan Madi-Skaff (Lebanon)
1- Levent Kuey (Turkey)
A Universal Fact in Transitional Societies: Depression in Women
2- Josyan Madi-Skaff (Lebanon)
Violence against Women in the Middle East: Interventions and Prevention
3- Anita Riecher Rossler (Switzerland)
Schizophrenia and Motherhood
4- Wolfgang Rutz (Sweden)
Male Depression in Health and Mental Health: A Public Health Perspective

Room «Fes 1»

14:00 – 15:30 Symposium (S XXVII)

Confrontation of Social and Psycho-Anthropological Models
Chairs: Rachid Bennegadi (France), Marc Habib (France)
1- Marc Habib (France)
Social Psychiatry and Globalization: Repairs and Uncertainties
2- Hervé Hubert (Paris)
Transferences, Unconscious, Social Stakes
3- Caroline Sargent, Stéphanie Larchanché (USA)
Mental Sickness in Light of Social Elements. Paradigmatic Aspects
4- Rebecca Lester (USA)
Cutting and American Clinical Discourses of Self: Psychosomatic Sickness and Everyday Trauma
### Room «Fes 2»

14:00 – 15:30 Symposium (S XVI)

**ARAPDIS**
Chair: Ramon Blasi (Spain)
1- Roser Vega, Ramon Blasi, Raquel Yañez (Spain)
   Integral Psychosocial Rehabilitation within and with the Community
2- Raquel Yañez, Ramon Blasi, Montse Piera, Marta Milla (Spain)
   Work Integration within a City District Quality of Life over 32 Years
3- Belen Yague, Ramon Blasi, Dolors Colom, Dolors Cases (Spain)
   Assistential Itinerary in Social Psychiatry to the Integration in a Structure of Tertiary Resources Coordinated with the Primary an Secondary Levels for the Chronic Mentally Ill
4- Ana Taboada, Alex Torres, Miriam Perez, Ramon Blasi (Spain)
   Continuity in Community Care (c.c.c.) for Longterm Patients who Suffer from Severe Mental Disorders

### Room «Karam 1»

14:00 – 15:30 Workshop (W VII)

**National Social Psychiatric Societies: Best Practices & Lessons Learned (Part II)**
Chair: Roy Abraham Kallivayalil (India)
1- Yueqin Huang (China)
   Social Psychiatry in China
2- Andrzej Cechnicki (Poland), Elmar Spancken (Germany)
   Polish-German Association for Mental Health
3- Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)
   Moroccan Association of Social Psychiatry
4- Roy Abraham Kallivayalil (India)
   Indian Association for Social Psychiatry
5- Harischandra Gambheera (Sri Lanka)
   Discussant: Eliot Sorel (USA)

### Room «Karam 2»

14:00 – 15:30 Oral Presentations (OP X)

**Transcultural Aspects of Diagnosis and Classification**
Chairs: Toshimasa Maruta (Japan), Harry Minas (Australia)
1- Toshimasa Maruta (Japan)
   Several Japanese Opinions for the Classifications for the ICD-11
2- Gerd Teschke (Germany)
   ADHD or Bipolar Disorder? Transcultural Differences in Diagnosis
3- Vijoy K Varma (India)
   Mental Health Services: What Can Developing Countries Learn from the Developed?
4- Maha Younis Sulaiman (Iraq)
   Historical Highlights on Mental Health Education and Training in Iraq
5- Vijoy Varma (India)
   Ancient Indian Concepts of Mental Health and Illness and its Classification
Room «Karam 3»

14:00 – 15:30 Oral Presentations (OP XI)

Social Factors and Prevention in Mental Health
Chair: Alex Paziuc (Romania)
1- Birthe Loa Knizek (Norway), Eugene Kinyanda (Uganda), Vicki Owens (Uganda), Heidi Hjelmeland (Norway)
   “It’s a Man’s World?” Ugandan Men’s Perceptions of Suicide and its Prevention
2- Samuel Okpaku (USA)
   Civilian Assessment of War Veterans
3- Elise Pattyn (Belgium)
   The Impact of Social Capital on the Willingness to Seek Informal, Formal and Non-Conventional Mental Health Care
4- Valeria Donisi, Riccardo Pertile, Damiano Salazzari, Linda Confaloni, Corrado De Rosa, Andrea Fiorillo, Laura Grigoletti, Mauro Percudani, Michele Tansella, Francesco Amaddeo (Italy)
   Socio-economic Status and Utilization of Community-Based Psychiatric Services

Room «Reda 2»

14:00 – 15:30 Oral Presentations (OP XII)

Mental Health Services and Programs
Chairs: Afzal Javed (UK), Eric Simonsen (Denmark)
1- Louise Fournier, Pasquale Roberge, Arnaud Duhoux, Léo-Roch Poirier, Jean-Fréfric Lévesque, Raynal’d Pineault, Roxane Da Silva, Élise Chartrand (Canada)
   How does the Type of Medical Clinic Affects Mental Health Care? 'Projet Dialogue' Results
2- Afzal Javed (UK)
   Involving Patients, Carers & Families in the Treatment Programmes: Some Emerging Priorities in Current Psychiatric Practice
3- Charlotte Sercu, Verhaeghe Mieke, Elise Pattyn, Bracke Piet (Belgium)
   A Study of Difficult Inter-Organizational Transfers of Mental Health Service Users
4- Erik Simonsen (Denmark)
   WPA Educational Program on Personality Disorders
5- Ilana Kremer (Israel)
   An Israeli-Polish Dialogue as a Way of Working through the Trauma of the Holocaust

15:30 – 16:15

Room «Les Ambassadeurs»

Plenary Lecture (PL III)
Juan José Lopez-Ibor (Spain)
Corporality and Body Experience
Chairs: Tom Burns (UK), Tsutomu Sakuta (Japan)

16:15 – 16:45

Break and Posters

16:45 – 18:15

Room «Les Ambassadeurs»

Plenary Symposium (PS VII)
Suicide and its Prevention
Chairs: Kostas Fountoulakis (Greece), Zoltan Rihmer (Hungary)
1- Kostas Fountoulakis (Greece)
   Suicide Prevention Programs Through Community Intervention: A Systematic Review
2- Rumen Milev (Canada)
   Predicting Suicide - Are we There Yet?
3- Zoltan Rihmer (Hungary)
Pharmacological Prevention of Suicide in Patients with Mood Disorder
4- Melina Siamouli (Greece)
Surfing to Death: The Impact of Internet on Suicide and Suicide Attempts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Fes 1»</th>
<th>16:45- 18:15 Symposium (S XXII)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suicide in Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: Samuel Okpaku (USA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- Samuel Okpaku (USA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Suicide in Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Charity Akotia (Ghana), Heidi Hjelmeland (Norway), Eugene Kinyanda (Uganda), Birthe Loa Knizek (Norway)</td>
<td>Exploring the Reasons for Deliberate Self-Harm in Ghana: A Qualitative Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Birthe Loa Knizek (Norway), Heidi Hjelmeland (Norway), Charity Akotia (Ghana), Eugene Kinyanda (Uganda)</td>
<td>Between Hippocrates and God: Moral Attitudes of Professional Health Workers in Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Heidi Hjelmeland (Norway), Charity Akotia (Ghana), V Owens (Uganda), Eugene Kinyanda (Uganda), Birthe Loa Knizek (Norway)</td>
<td>Spirituality, Religion and Attitudes towards Suicide in Ghana and Uganda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Fes 2»</th>
<th>16:45- 18:15 Symposium (S XXI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental Changes and Mental Health</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairs: Luigi Janiri (Italy), Afzal Javed (UK)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- Marianne Kastrup (Denmark)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Effects of Globalisation on Mental Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Afzal Javed (UK)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalisation and Effects on Mental Health: Developing Countries Perspectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Frederick Hickling (Jamaica)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Challenges and Mental Health. The Caribbean Experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Luigi Janiri, M Di Nicola, G Spinetti (Italy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Changes and Meteoropathic Disorders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Karam 1»</th>
<th>16:45- 18:15 Symposium (S XVII)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mediterranean Social Psychiatry Association Symposium (MESPA)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairs: Guilherme Ferreira (Portugal), Ramon Blasi (Spain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- Rachid Bennegadi (France)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in the Social Representations of Mental Illnesses in Migrants in France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Ramón Blasi (Spain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and Community Psychiatry in Catalonia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Nadia Kadri (Morocco)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Catastrophes and Post-traumatic Stress Behaviors in Morocco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- José Ornelas (Portugal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation Change in Community Mental Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Room «Karam 2»

16:45-18:15 Symposium (S XXIII)
**Troubles Addictifs et Réhabilitation**
Présidents: Michel Reynaud (France), Jacques Besson (Switzerland)
1- Michel Reynaud (France)
Une Approche Bénéfices/Risques des Produits Addictifs est-elle Intéressante pour les Politiques Publiques ?
2- Jacques Besson (Switzerland)
Réhabilitation : Prendre le Virage Communautaire; une Expérience Lausannoise
3- Jallal Toufiq (Morocco)
Réhabilitation des Usagers de Drogues Basée sur la Famille
4- Soumia Berrada (Morocco)
Les Drogues Illicites dans la Région de Casablanca

Room «Karam 3»

16:45 - 18:15 Workshop (W X)
**Understanding and Utilizing Cultural Elements in the Practice of a Practical Approach Psychotherapy**
Chairs: Vijoy K Varma (USA), Marcel Westerlund (UK), Sameer Malhotra (India)
1- Vijoy K Varma (USA)
Cultural Differences Influencing the Practice of Psychotherapy
2- Sameer Malhotra (India)
Psychotherapy and Geetopdesha: Practical Approach
3- Marcel Westerlund (UK)
Treating Anxiety Disorders by Inducing Altered States of Consciousness through Hypnotherapy

Room «Reda 2»

16:45-18:15 Oral Presentations (OP XIII)
**Stigmatization and Discrimination**
Chairs: Pierre Chanoit (France), Pichet Udomratn (Thailand)
1- Omar Almodayfer (Saudi Arabia)
Stigma of Mental Illness in Saudi Arabia
2- Bettina Friedrich, Sara Evans-Lacko, Claire Henderson, Graham Thornicroft (UK)
Evaluation of “Education not Discrimination”
3- Cancelled
4- Mieke Verhaeghe, E Pattyn, P Brack (Belgium)
Determinants of the Stigma Related with Professional Mental Health Care

18:15 – 19:15

Room «Reda 2»
Young Psychiatrists Track (YPT II)
- David Goldberg (UK)
How to Give a 10 minute Lecture
Tuesday 26 October
Morning

Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
08:00 – 09:30 Plenary Symposium (PS IX)
The WPA Conflict Management and Conflict Resolution Section 1990-2010: A Review of Successful Projects and Collaborations (Part I)
Chairs: Ahmed Okasha (Egypt), Michael Sadre-Chirazi-Stark (Germany)
1- Eliot Sorel (USA)
A Brief History
2- Pierre Chanoit (France)
Section's first/Founding Secretary: Ongoing Activities No 1: Report About the Ongoing Activities of CMCR such as Development of Members, Starting Transcollaborations, Publishing Chapters in the WPA Publications
3- Frederick Hickling (Jamaica), Dan Prelipceanu (Romania)
WPA Images of Psychiatry: CMCR Books on Romania & on the Caribbean

Room «Fes 1»
08:00 – 09:30 Symposium (S X)
Principles and Practice of Psychosocial Rehabilitation
Chairs: Richard Warner (USA), Michaela Amering (Austria)
1- Emmanuelle Peters (UK)
What Works for Whom in CBT for Psychosis?
2- Julian Leff (UK)
Avatar Therapy for Persistent Auditory Hallucinations
3- Tom Burns (UK)
Individual Placement and Support (IPS). How Does it Survive European Conditions and How Should it be Amended?
4- Richard Warner (USA)
Principles of Social Intervention in Psychiatry
Discussant: Solomon Rataemane (South Africa)

Room « Fes 2»
08:00 – 09:30 Symposium (S III)
Integrating Mental Health into Primary Care in Iraq: Report and Prospect (Part I)
Chairs: Sabah Sadik (Iraq), Mohammed Al Uzri (UK)
1- Mohammed Al Uzri (UK)
Background: Setting Standards and Mobilizing Human Resources
2- Sabah Sadik (Iraq)
Integration of Mental Health into Primary Care: Summary of the Program and Evaluation
3- Anita Everett (USA)
The Health Burden of Serious and Persistent Mental Illness
4- Allen R Dyer (USA)
One World One Health: Toward an Integrated Understanding of Health
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Karam 1»</th>
<th>08:00 – 09:30 Workshop (W IV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integration of Psychiatry and Primary Care: Medical Issues for Psychiatrists in Disasters Settings, Improving Access to Psychiatric Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: Catherine May (USA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine May (USA), Lorna Mayo (USA), Brooke Parish (USA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant: Luigi Janiri (Italy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Karam 2»</th>
<th>08:00 – 09:30 Oral Presentations (OP XIV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Young Fellows of the World Congress of Social Psychiatry (Part I)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: Kostas Fountoulakis (Greece), Shridhar Sharma (India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- Yatan Pal Singh Balhara, Pradipta Majumdar, Rakesh Lal (India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalized Stigma of Patients Suffering from Mental Illness under Remission &amp; Attitude of the Health Professional Towards Them</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Roy Mohan (India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Cost effective Model for Psychosocial Support Programme in Disaster: An Experience from a Developing Country India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Sfetcu Raluca, Manuela Stanculescu, Mugur Ciumageanu (Romania)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Stereotypes of Mental Disorders in Romania - A Case Vignette Study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Rudraprosad Chakraborty, Suprakash Chaudhury, Arunima Chatterjee (India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Predictors of Burnout in Psychiatric Nurses: an Indian Study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5- Sharita Shah (India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpartum Psychiatric Disorders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Karam 3»</th>
<th>08:00 – 09:30 Oral Presentations (OP XV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rehabilitation Interventions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairs: Andrzej Cechnicki (Poland), Massimo Di Giannantonio (Italy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - Sorana Catalina Iancu, Marjolein Zweekhorst, Anton Van Balkom, Joske Bunders (The Netherlands)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Learning Processes as Key Features of Rehabilitation Practices on Dutch Care Farms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Marek Preiss (Czech Republic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Subjective Effect of Memory Training and Physical Exercises on Seniors in Small and Large Groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Ulf Malm (Sweden)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing an Integrated Care Program Model: Five-year Follow-up of Patient and System Outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Ryozo Shimizu, E Sugiyama, Y Abe, J Ichikawa (Japan)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Support for People with Mental Disorders who are Living in the Community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5- Sorana Catalina Iancu, Marjolein Zweekhorst, Anton Van Balkom, Joske Bunders (The Netherlands)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities and Challenges in the Development of Public-Private Partnerships for the Rehabilitation of People with Mental Disorders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Les Ambassadeurs»</th>
<th>09:30 – 10:15 Plenary Lecture (PL IX)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Julio Arboleda-Florez (Canada)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On Being Mentally Ill</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairs: Maria Luis Figueira (Portugal), Tarek Okasha (Egypt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>10:15 – 11:00</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Break and Posters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:00 – 12:30

**Room «Les Ambassadeurs»**

Plenary Symposium (PS X)

**The WPA Conflict Management and Conflict Resolution Section 1990-2010: A Review of Successful Projects and Collaborations (Part II)**

Chairs: Michael Sadre-Chirazi-Stark (Germany), Tsutomu Sakuta (Japan)

1- Yueqin Huang (China), Tsuyoshi Akyama (Japan)

Mental Health in Asia: from the Past to the Future

2- Marianne Kastrup (Denmark)

Specific Problems Related to Gender

3- Alex Paziuc (Romania)

Report on First Central & Southeast European Congress of Social Psychiatry

4- Solomon Rataemane (South Africa)


**Room «Fes 1»**

11:00 – 12:30: Symposium (S VII)

**Rethinking of the Integrated Mental Health Care - The Optimal Treatment Project (OTP)**

Chairs: Massimo Cassachia (Italy), Masaaki Murakami (Japan)

1- Ulf Malm (Sweden)

The Sweden Contribution: Teaching, Training and Translating Integrated Care into Everyday Practice in Sweden

2- Rita Roncone , M Mazza, D Ussorio, A Cavicchio, R Pollice, M Casacchia (Italy)

The Integrated Family Treatments in Italy: the Impact of the Psychoeducational Training Programs

3- Antonio Mastroeni (Italy)

Developing a User-Operated Service in Como Italy: a Legacy of Ian Falloon

4- Masafumi Mizuno, Hiroyuki Kobayashi, Hirokazu Kumazaki, Takahiro Nemoto, Masaaki Murakami, Kei Sakuma (Japan)

Social Functioning and Anxiety in the Community Living Patients with Schizophrenia

**Room «Fes 2»**

11:00 – 12:30 Symposium (S IV)

**Integrating Mental Health into Primary Care in Iraq: Report and Prospect (Part II)**

Chairs: Sabah Sadik (Iraq), Mohammed Al Uzri (UK)

1- Srikala Bharath (India)

Empowering Adolescents Using Life Skills Education in Schools – Effective Model from South India

2- Chris Skopec (USA)

From the Field: An Administrator's Experience Integrating Mental Health into Primary Health Care

3- Subhasis Bhadra (India)

Accessibility of Service and the Mental Health Needs During disasters

4- Keith Humphreys (USA)

Managing Substance Use Disorders in Primary Care: Lessons from Developed and Developing Countries
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### Room «Karam 1»

**11:00 – 12:30 Symposium (S XXV)**

**Social Inclusion of People with Psychiatric Illnesses**  
Chairs: Julian Leff (UK), Richard Warner (USA)
1- Julian Leff (UK)  
Social Inclusion of Psychiatric Patients in Local Neighborhoods  
2- Richard Warner (USA)  
Work and Schizophrenia  
3- Michaela Amering (Austria)  
Stigma Resistance – Concept and Data  
4- Sara Evans-Lacko, Claire Henderson, Nicolas Rüsch, Graham Thornicroft (UK)  
Evaluation of the National Time to Change Mass-Media Campaign: 1st Year Results

### Room «Karam 2»

**11:00 – 12:30: Workshop (W III)**

**Actualités de L’Hébergement Thérapeutique**  
Présidents: Gilles Vidon (France), Abdelhakim Jamalli (Maroc)
1- B Pages, A Barraud (France)  
Les Appartements Associatifs comme Outil de Réinsertion Sociale  
2- Patrick Halmos (France)  
De la Gestion Associative des Appartements à la Thérapeutique  
3- Gilles Vidon, B Bonnet (France)  
Théorie de l’Hébergement Thérapeutique

### Room «Karam 3»

**11:00 – 12:30 Oral Presentations (OP XVI)**

**Young Fellows of the World Congress of Social Psychiatry (Part II)**  
Chairs: David Goldberg (UK), Hind Benjelloun (USA)
1- Paul Balanescu, Claudia Zaharia, Raisa Hutuleac, Andreea Ursu, Flavia Haradja (Romania)  
Influence of Romanian Youth Lifestyle on Depressive Disorder  
2- Kalamane Sridhra Pavitra (India)  
Culture and Depression - A Study of Change and Depression in Havik Brahmin Women of South India  
3- Kostić Milutin, Vanja Mandić-Maravić, Danilo Pešić, Dragana Jančić, Marija Mitković, Ivana Peruničić, Dušica Lečić Toševski (Serbia)  
Difference in Treatment Response between Depressed Patients with and without a Stressful Life Event Trigger  
4- Manik Changoji Bhise, Prakash Balkrishna Behere (India)  
Psychological Distress in Survivors of Farmers’ Suicide Victims: a Comparative Cross Sectional Study from Rural Central India Using Self Reporting Questionnaire-20 (SRQ-20)  
5- Hussain Arshad (India)  
Culture Break and Suicide

### Room «Reda 2»

**11:00 – 12:30 Oral Presentations (OP XVII)**

**Depression and Coping**  
Chairs: Frederick Hickling (Jamaica), Gilbert Ferrey (France)
1- Sridhra Kalamane Pavitra, KR Sridhara (India)  
A Profile of Psychosocial Problems, Life Events, Coping Skills and Gender Differences in Chronic Depressive Disorders  
2- Lisa Barney (Australia)  
Explicit and Implicit Information Needs of People with Depression: An Exploratory Investigation of Problems Reported by Users of an Online Support Forum  
3- Osorio Morales Yanik (Mexico)
Characteristics and Associated Factors of Depressive Symptoms in Medical Students
4- Saliha Hallac, Fatma Oz (Turkey)
The Effect of Group Counseling on Coping and Psychosocial Adjusment of Individuals with Genital Organ Cancer
5- Yutaro Setoya, Naoko Satake, Yumiko Takahara, Keiko Maeda, Sayaka Sato, Makoto Takahashi, Junichiro Ito (Japan)
Nine Months Follow up Study of the Inpatients Admitted to Psychiatric Emergency Unit in Japan

### Afternoon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14:00 – 15:30</th>
<th>Room «Les Ambassadeurs»</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plenary Symposium (PS XIII)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reform in the Use of Coercion in Psychiatry</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairs: Richard Warner (USA), Michaela Amering (Austria)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- Tom Burns (UK)</td>
<td>How Should the Effectiveness of Compulsory Outpatient Treatment be Tested? The OCTET Trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Ingrid Sibitz, Alexandra Scheutz, Amering Michaela (Austria)</td>
<td>Qualitative Data on the Experience of Coercion in Psychiatry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- George Szmukler (UK), John Dawson (New Zeland)</td>
<td>Reducing Discrimination in Mental Health Law: The ‘Fusion’ of Incapacity and Mental Health Legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Richard Warner (USA)</td>
<td>The Reduction of the Use of Restraints and Seclusion in the USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant: Jonathan Burns (South Africa)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14:00 – 15:30 Symposium (S XIX)</th>
<th>Room «Fes 1»</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pathway of Care in Mental Health Facility in Developing Countries</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairs: Jitendra Kumar Trivedi (India), Roy Abraham Kallivayalil (India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- Jitendra Kumar Trivedi, Abdul Qadir Jilani, Shyam Bihari Rai (India)</td>
<td>Gateways to Pathway of Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Shubhangi Parkar (India)</td>
<td>Cultural Pathways of Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Oye Gureje (Nigeria)</td>
<td>Why Do We Need to Study Pathways of Care? Does It Hold Special Relevance to Developing Nations?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Edgard Belfort (Venezuela)</td>
<td>Mental Health Care in Developing Countries: Practical Difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5- Harischandra Gambheera (Sri Lanka)</td>
<td>Pathways of Care- South Asian Perspective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14:00 – 15:30 Workshop (W XI)</th>
<th>Room «Fes 2»</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Présidents: François Ferrero (Suisse), Amal Semchaoui (Morocco)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- Javier Bartolomei (Suisse)</td>
<td>Centre de Thérapies Brèves: Regard sur l’Histoire et Perspectives Actuelles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2- Othman Sentissi (Suisse)
Facteurs Pronostiques d’Évolution Clinique des Patients Suivis dans un Centre de Crise avec une
Evolution du Paradigme ou Notion de Crise
3- Jean-Pierre Bacchetta (Suisse)
Intégrer Crise et Continuité des Traitements au Long Cours, un Défi pour les Dispositifs de
Soins Ambulatoires de Secteur

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Karam 1»</th>
<th>14:00 – 15:30 Oral Presentations (OP XVIII)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychosocial Aspects of Violence</strong></td>
<td>Chairs: Solomon Rataemane (South Africa), Omar Battas (Morocco)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- Omar Almodayfer (Saudi Arabia)</td>
<td>Husband Violence Toward their Wife’s in Saudi Arabia: a Community Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Kylee Trevillion (UK)</td>
<td>A Pilot Study of Domestic Violence Advocacy Integrated within Mental Health Settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Fahriye Oflaz, Özden Bulut, Er Aslı (Turkey)</td>
<td>Evaluation of Nurses’ Approaches to Manipulative Behaviors of Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Basak Oz, Fatma Oz (Turkey)</td>
<td>The Effects of Environmental Change on Human Mental Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5- Mariana Ochoa Rosales (Spain)</td>
<td>Risk Factors in the Prison Population in Cuenca – Ecuador</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15:30 – 16:15</th>
<th>Room «Les Ambassadeurs»</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plenary Lecture (PL X)</strong></td>
<td>David Weisstub (Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychiatric Ethics</strong></td>
<td>Chairs: Saida Douki (Tunisia), Harry Minas (Australia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 16:15 – 16:45 | Break and Posters |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16:45 – 18:15</th>
<th>Room «Les Ambassadeurs»</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plenary Symposium (PS VIII)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Key issues in Migration and Mental Health Perspectives from the Euromed Network</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairs: Adil Qureshi (Spain), Rachid Bennegadi (France)</td>
<td>Chairs: Rachid Bennegadi (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- Rachid Bennegadi (France)</td>
<td>Training Professionals for Effective Mental Health Care of Migrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)</td>
<td>The Euro-Med Network on Migration and Mental Health: A Useful Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Adil Qureshi (Spain)</td>
<td>Toward Culturally Competent Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Anne-Marie Ulman (Israel)</td>
<td>Adapting Mental Health Treatment for Migrants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room «Fes 1»</th>
<th>16:45–18:15 Symposium (S XV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discharge from Inpatient Treatment in Mental Health Care: An International Perspective</strong></td>
<td>Chairs: Bernd Puschner (Germany), Cheryl Forchuk (Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chairs: Bernd Puschner (Germany), Cheryl Forchuk (Canada)</td>
<td>Discharge Planning in Mental Health Care: Meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2- Cheryl Forchuk (Canada)
Integrating an Evidence-Based Intervention into Clinical Practice: “Transitional Discharge Model”
3- Ingeborg Warnke (Switzerland)
Discharge against Medical Advice from Inpatient Psychiatric Treatment
4- Bernd Puschner (Germany)
Multicenter RCT on Needs-Oriented Discharge Planning

Room «Fes 2»
16:45- 18:15 Symposium (S XIII)
Recovery from Severe Mental Illness: Perspectives of Healing
Chairs: Alessandro Svettini (Italy), Michaela Amering (Austria)
1- Fernanda Mattedi (Italy)
Recovery: Work Works
2- Mauro Da Rold (Italy)
Recovery: the Personal Perspective
3- Sigrid Steffen (Belgium)
Recovery: the Carers’ Perspective
4- Michaela Amering (Austria)
What is Recovery?
5- Alessandro Svettini (Italy)
Recovery: the Researcher's Perspective

Room «Karam 1»
16:45- 18:15 Workshop (W II)
WPA Section of Conflict Management and Conflict Resolution
Chairs: Michael Sadre-Chirazi-Stark (Germany), Glen Davis (USA)
Eliot Sorel (USA), Sonali Sharma (USA)

18:15 – 19:00
Room «Karam 2»
MedGENE
Creating the Mediterranean Gene Environment Network in Psychiatric Research
Fabio Macciardi (Italy and USA), Steven Potkin (USA), Simona Gaudi (Italy), Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)

18:15 – 19:15
Room «Reda 2»
Young Psychiatrists Track (YPT III)
Yavar Moghimi (USA)
Movie: “Prisoner Re-entry into Society”
Discussant: Eliot Sorel (USA)
### Room «Les Ambassadeurs»

**08:00 – 09:30 Plenary Symposium (PS I)**

**Mental Health in Primary Care: Enhancing Treatment and Promoting Mental Health**  
*Supported by the World Federation of Mental Health*

Chairs: Mohammed Abou-Saleh (UK), John Copeland (UK)
1- John Copeland, Vimal K Sharma, Mahesh Odiyoor, Mohammed Abou Saleh (UK)
The Global Mental Health Assessment Tool-GMHAT FULL
2- Vimal Sharma, John Copeland, Mohammed Abou Saleh, Peter Lepping (UK)
The Global Mental Health Assessment Tool-GMHAT PC
3- Khalid Saeed (Egypt, WHO)
The Status of Mental Health Systems in EMR Countries
4- Imane Tazi (Morocco)
Integration of Mental Health in Primary health Care: Moroccan Experience

### Room «Fes 1»

**08:00 – 09:30 Symposium (S II)**

**Social Psychiatry and Psychotherapy in a Large City**

Chair: Horst Lorenzen (Germany)
1- Horst Lorenzen (Germany)
Developing a Community Based Comprehensive Service for Severely Mentally Ill Patients in a Large City
2- Theo Piegler (Germany)
Basics of Psychodynamic Psychiatry
3- Michael Stark, Maren Jensen (Germany)
The Role of Psychoeducational Modules in German Psychiatry
4- Anna Bielańska, Andrzej Cechnicki (Poland)
Using Drama Therapy as a Tool in a Long-Term Psychotherapy with People Suffering from Schizophrenia

### Room «Fes 2»

**08:00 – 09:30 Symposium (S IX)**

**The Use of Coercive Measures in Psychiatric Hospitals: Cultures, Attitudes, Evidence**

Chair: Steinert Tilman (Germany)
1- Alice Keski-Valkama (Finland)
A Nationwide Survey on the Use of Coercive Measures in Finland
2- Martin Zinkler (Germany)
Different Use of Coercive Measures in England and Germany
3- Tilman Steinert (Germany)
Seclusion or Restraint? Human Rights as Outcome of a Randomised Controlled Trial

### Room «Karam 1»

**08:00 – 09:30 Workshop (W V)**

**Integration of Psychiatry and Primary Care: Psychiatric Response in “Top Down” and “Bottom Up” Systems, Experience in Water Caused Disasters**

Chair: Andrew Mc Lean (USA)
1- Andrew Mc Lean (USA)
Come Hell and Cold High Water: Integration of Primary Care and Mental Health During “North Country” Floods
2- Catherine May (USA)
Integration of Primary Care and Medicine in the Disaster Setting: Experience from Mississippi and Haiti; Expanding Access to Psychiatric Services
Discussant: Yueqin Huang (China)

Room «Karam 2»
08:00- 09:30 Oral Presentations (OP XIX)
**Health and Mental Health**
Chairs: Tamas Barnabas (Hungary), Anita Everett (USA)
1- Anita Everett (USA)
Access to Wellness: Integrating Primary Care into Community Mental Health Centres
2- Mohammad Elshami (Egypt)
Do Mentally Ill Patients Receive Medical Heath Care Needed?
3-Tamas Barnabas (Hungary)
The Concept of Potential Patient & Disability: A Contribution to the Integration of Health & Mental Health
4- Shigeki Sato (Japan)
Emergency Psychiatry in the General Hospital in Japan

Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
09:30 – 10:15 Plenary Lecture (PL I)
Boris Cyrulnik (France)
**Attachments, Résilience et Culture**
Présidents: Henri Loo (France), Farid Kacha (Algerie)

10:15 – 11:00
Break

11:00 – 12:30
Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
11:00 – 12:30 Plenary Symposium (PS V)
**Social and Cultural Determinants in Personality Development and Migration**
Chairs: Driss Moussaoui (Morocco), Silla Consoli (France)
1- Silla Consoli (France)
Representations of Mental Disorders and Psychiatric Care in the Practice of Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
2- Boris Cyrulnik (France)
Resilience and Cultures
3- Christophe Paris (France), Marie-Jo Bourdin (France)
The Place of Uncertainty in the Supply of Care to Migrants
4- Adil Qureshi (Spain)
Psychopathology and Social Challenges in Intercultural Care

Room «Fes 1»
11:00 – 12:30 Workshop (W XIII)
**Application of Cultural Variables for Effective Psychotherapy in Non-Western Societies**
Chairs: Vijoy K Varma (India), Nitin Gupta (India)
Sameer Malhotra (India), Roy Abraham Kallivayalil (India)

12:30 - 13:15 Closing Ceremony
Room «Les Ambassadeurs»
Posters

Sunday 24 October

Stigma and Discrimination

P1- Rumiko Koda (Japan)
Stigma of University Students Majoring in Psychology or Social Welfare toward Psychiatric Diseases and the Effects of Education

P2- Ivona Milacic Vidojevic, Nada Dragojevic, Dragana Djuric Jocic (Serbia)
Discrimination in Personal and Intimate Relationship Experienced and Anticipated by Persons Diagnosed of Schizophrenia in Serbia

P3- Heidi Hjelmeland (Norway), Birth Loa Knizek (Norway), A Naidoo (South Africa), L & H de Vos (South Africa)
Attitudes Towards Suicide and Suicide Prevention: A Comparative Study between Norway and South Africa

P4- Ivana Druetta, Fernanda Ceresa, Eduardo Leiderman (Argentina)
Attitudes of Mental Health Workers toward People with Schizophrenia

P5- Saoussen Bouhlel, Sonia Ben Younes, Yassine Jones, Haifa Ben Meriem, Mabrouk Ghaour, Zouhiaer El-Hechmi (Tunisia)
Family Beliefs about Schizophrenia

P6- Mustafa Yildiz, Eylem Özten, İlker Özyıldırım, Sibel Işık, Deniz Karayün, Cem Cerit, Alp Üçok (Turkey)
Self-Stigmatization among Patients with Schizophrenia, their Relatives and Patients with Major Depressive Disorder

P7- Messaouda Bensaida (Algeria)
Psychiatrie, Stigmatisation: Déterminants pour un Projet Professionnel

P8- Siham Belbachir (Morocco)
Stigmatisation des Personnes Atteintes de Troubles Mentaux - Etude auprès de 100 Patients à l'Hôpital Ar-razi de Salé

P9- Mohamed Tayeb Benatmane, S Benhabiles, Farid Kacha (Algeria)
Avoir Droit à un Grain de Folie

P10- Wissal Cherif, Sana Bassi, Nesrine Bram, Olfa Ghaffari, Olfa Dakhlaoui, Hend Elloumi, Mejda Cheour (Tunisia)
Représentations Sociales de la Dépression en Tunisie

P11- Wissal Cherif, Nesrine Bram, Sana Bassi, Olfa Ghaffari, Olfa Dakhlaoui, Hend Elloumi, Mejda Cheour (Tunisia)
Représentations Sociales de la Folie en Tunisie
Anxiety disorders

P14—Aida Spahic-Mihajlovic (USA)
Emotional Numbing and Salivary Cortisol in Male and Female Bosnian Refugees with PTSD

P15—Aida Spahic-Mihajlovic (USA)
Pharmacogenomic-Validated Treatment for Treatment-Resistant OCD and MDD: A Case Study

P16—Houria Rhoulam, Adil Khoubila, J Houri, Nadia Kadri (Morocco)
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder in Victims of Mohammedia Flooding

P17—Patricia Marqués Cabezas (Spain)
Insight and Treatment Outcome in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

Addiction

P19—Nisrine Abdelhay, Meriem El Yazaji, Driss Moussaoui, Omar Battas (Morocco)
Stress at Work and Smoking

P20—Bani Tefahi, Ahlem Yahiouche, Cherif Merdaci, Massouda Bensaida (Algeria)
Adolescence et Toxicomanie

P21—Soumia Sbai, Soumia Berrada, Driss Moussaoui, Nadia Kadiri (Morocco)
Ordalic Functioning in Addictive Patients

P22—Olivera Skakic, Ljiljana Trajanovic (Serbia)
Work Disability among Patients with Mental Disorders due to Psychoactive Substance Use in Socio-Economic Crisis Conditions

P23—Corrado Villella, Annamaria Di Gioia, Maria Lucia Ciciretti, Elisabetta Righino, Claudia Ciciarelli, Andrea Di Cesare, Mauro Pettoruso, Marco Pascucci, Massimiliano Pomponi, Gianluigi Conte, Luigi Janiri, Pietro Bria (Italy)
Comparison of Rorschach Tests Characteristics of a Sample of Pathological Gamblers Compared to a Control Group

P24—Hinde Hami (Morocco)
Usage Chronique de Cannabis et Intoxication au Maroc
Schizophrenia

P28- Saloua Ben Haouala, Leila Chennoufi, Sawsen Bouhlel, Wahid Melki, Zouhaier El-Hechmi (Tunisia)
Aspects Cliniques et Thérapeutiques de la Schizophrénie selon les Proches des Patients

P29- Saloua Ben Haouala, Leila Chennoufi, Sawsen Bouhlel, Wahid Melki, Zouhaier El-Hechmi (Tunisia)
Causes de la Schizophrénie selon les Proches des Patients

P30- Balhousse Rachida, Imane El mameri, Meriem El yazaji, Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)
The Families’ Burden of Schizophrenic Patients Management

P31- Georg Pakesch, Anne Unger, Monika Krautgartner, Marion Freidl, Johannes Wancata (Austria)
Needs of Schizophrenia Patients in Hospital Wards, Day Hospitals and Community Services in Austria

P32- Soumia Sbai, Meriem El Yazaji, Omar Battas (Morocco)
Quality of Life of Patients with Schizophrenia

P33- Saoussen Bouhlel, Sonia Ben Younes, Yassine Jones, Haifa Ben Meriem, Ghaouar, Zouhaier El-Hechmi (Tunisia)
Tunisian Caregivers’ Coping and Perceived Needs to Deal with Schizophrenia

P34- Saoussen Bouhlel, Sonia Ben Younes, Yassine Jones, Haifa Ben Meriem, Ghaouar, Zouhaier El-Hechmi (Tunisia)
Psychological Distress among Tunisians Caregivers of Patients with Schizophrenia

P35- Tomonori Seo, Tomiki Sumiyoshi, Motomu Suga, Syudo Yamasaki, Miki Uetsuki, Satoshi Eguchi, Yuko Higuchi, Toru Itoh, Yasuko Muranaka, Michio Suzuki, Yasuhiro Kaneda, Kiyoto Kasai (Japan)

P36- Imane Adali, Souad Bouttabia, Fatima Manoudi, Fatima Asri, Imane Tazi (Morocco)
Le Schizophrène Agé Face à la Marginalisation Sociale

P37- Souad Bouttabia (Morocco)
Représentations Sociales de la Schizophrénie
Saoussen Bouhlel, Sonia Ben Younes, Yassine Jones, Haifa Ben Meriem, Ghaouar, Zouhaier El-Hechmi (Tunisia)
Schizophrenia: Illness Impact on Quality of Life of Tunisian Family Members

Houda Khalloufi, Raphaël Gourevitch, Olivier Canceil, Jean Pierre Olié, Marie-Odile Krebs, Fayçal Mouaffak (France)
Echelle d'Evaluation de l'Autonomie: Eléments de Validation

Laila Hasmi, Meriem El Yazaji, Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)
Wich Diagnosis for Catatonia?

Hedma El Yazaji, Mezriem El Yazaji, Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)
Echelle d'Evaluation de l'Autonomie: Eléments de Validation

Olfa Ghaffari, Hend Elloumi, Olfa Dakhlaoui, Sana Bassi, Moez Gharbi, Majda Cheour (Tunisia)
Thématique du Delire chez les Patients Immigrants atteints de Schizophrénie

Sana Masmoudi, Wissal Chérif, Lilia Zaghdoudi, Raja Labbene (Tunisia)
Regards sur la Schizophrénie

M Hadj Ammar, S Khammouma, R Ghannouchi, R Attallah, M Nasr (Tunisia)
Programme « Profamille » et Qualité de Vie des Parents de Patients Schizophrènes

M Hadj ammar, A Labbene, I Marrag, S Khammouma, M Nasr (Tunisia)
Autonomie Sociale des Patients Schizophrènes

Mental Health at Work

Aida Saadouli, Laila Hasmi, Walaa Benekkroun, Driss Moussaoui, Khadija Mchichi Alami (Morocco)
Harassment in the Work

Leila Chennoufi, Faten Ellouze, Wissal Cherif, Thouraya Ben Abla, Mohamed Fadhel Mrad (Tunisia)
Burnout et Absenteisme chez les Enseignants

Leila Chennoufi, Faten Ellouze, Wissal Cherif, Thouraya Ben Abla, Mohamed Fadhel Mrad (Tunisia)
Burnout et Image Sociale des Enseignants

Sinen Miniaoui, Mourad Mersni, Sana Souissi, Hedi Aboub, Fethi Nacef (Tunisia)
Motifs des Congés de Maladie de Longue Durée en Psychiatrie

Koji Nakamura (Japan)
Which Factors affect whether Employees can return to Work after Long Absences? A Prospective Study Among Employees with Common Mental Disorders

Monday 25 October

Psychotherapy, Rehabilitation
P51- François Granier (France)
Rehabilitation et Art-thérapie - Complémentarités et Spécificités

P52- Tatsuo Koda (Japan)
Special Features of E-Mail Counseling

P53- Luisa Jurjanz, Matthias Schützwohl, Kira Marschner, Antje Gerner, Thomas Reuster, Vjera Holthoff and the ERGODEM Group (Germany)
A Randomised Controlled Trial on Domestic Occupational Therapy for Patients with Dementia and Their Caregivers (ERGODEM)

P54- Maria-Silvia Trandafir (Romania)
Narrative Therapy and Community Psychiatry

P55- Elisabetta Righino, Corrado Villella, Claudia Ciciarelli, Andrea Di Cesare, Mauro Pettorruso, Marco Pascucci, Gianluigi Conte, Pietro Bria (Italy)
Group Therapies for Addictive Disorders

P56- Fahriye Oflaz, Gülşüm Ançel RN, Filiz Arslan (Turkey)
Communication within the Mental Health Care Team: The Obstacles and Solutions

P57- David Patterson, Catherine N Dulmus, Laura Greyer (USA)
Best Practices for Retaining Multiple Diagnosed Participants in Treatment: The Effectiveness of Motivational Interviewing and the Use of Stages of Change

P58- Tomoyuki Saijo (Japan)
Ethno-practice for Clinical Psychiatry and Art Project

P59- Elisavet Chatzglou, Konstantina Pashalidou (Greece)
Mental Exhibition and Art: The Community’s Sensitization by a Painting Exhibition

P60- Meltem Meriç, Fahriye Oflaz, Mehmet AK (Turkey)
Development, Reliability and Validity Study of an Automatic Thought Related to Treatment Scale

P61- Vijoy K Varma (USA)
Theoretical Understanding of Cultural Variables in Applying Effective Psychotherapy in Non-Western Societies

P62- Dalila Benmessaoud, Farid Kacha (Algeria)
Le médicament: Objet de Soin, Objet Social et Culturel

**Sexuality**

P63- Imane El Mameri, Rachida Bahlousse, Nadia Kadiri, Soumia Berrada, Driss Moussaoui (Morocco)
Sexuality of the Moroccan Girl

**Violence: Determinants, Management**
P64- Vijoy Varma (USA)
International Peace Process Revisited: West and the World

P65- Messaouda Bensaida, Cherif Mardaci, Yamina Houioua (Algeria)
Le Malade Mental est-il Dangereux?

P66- Hela belhajyahia Ouenich, S Bellalouma, F Bagbag, N Gueddana (Tunisia)
Les Recherches sur la Violence Basée sur le Genre en Tunisie: Etude Méta-Analytique

Spirituality

P67- Yoshiro Hayashi (Japan)
Temples in Japan and Psycho-social Welfare (Buddhism)

P68- Elena Molchanova (Kyrgyz Republic), Halleh Seddidghzaddeh (USA), Arash Yazdani (Romania), Tatiana Shevchenko (USA), Patrick Marius Koga (USA)
The Silk Road of the Mind: Religion and Traditional Beliefs Impacting Psychiatry in Four Countries

P69- Said Daara (Algeria)
Religion et Soins Psychiatriques en Algérie

Child and Adolescent Psychiatry

P70- Chawki Benkelfat (Canada)
Perinatal Stressors Correlate in Vivo with Measures of Human Brain 5-HT Synthesis in Adulthood: A 27 Year Longitudinal Study

P71- Mirjam Schuster, Matthias Schützwohl, the COPING Group (Germany)
The COPING Project - Children of Prisoners, Interventions and Mitigations to Strengthen Mental Health

P72- Laura Greyber, Catherine N Dulmus, David Patterson, Maria Cristalli, Julee Jorgensen (USA)
The Integration of Physical and Mental Health Services: An Intervention for Adolescents with Severe Emotional and Behavioral Disorders

P73- Anne-Grit Müller, Juliane Bruedern, Stefanie Boenisch, Rüya-Daniela Kocalevent, Matthias Schützwohl (Germany)
Minor Children of Mentally Ill Parents: Needs for Care and Health Care Provision (HELP-S)

P74- Amy Manning, Catherine N Dulmus, Ya-Ling Chen (USA)
Utilizing the Pediatric Symptom Checklist for Child and Adolescent Mental Health Screening: Looking at the Measure to Improve Effectiveness

P75- Vinod Shanwal (India)
Children of Alcoholic Fathers: Their Problem and Coping

P76- Fatna Kasmi, Nadia Majri, Hanane Zerouali, Driss Moussaoui, Nadia Kadri (Morocco)
Diagnostic Stability over Time among Adolescents
P77- Nadia Majri, Fatna Kasmi, Driss Moussaoui, Nadia Kadri (Morocco)
Judicial Status of Hospitalized Adolescents at Psychiatry

P78- Svetlana Shuvarova (Russia)
The Children-Parental Relations in Families, Bringing up the Child with Deviations in Mental Development

P79- Teruo Miyanishi (Japan)
Studies on School Absence Students at Wakayama University in Japan

P80- Miyanishi Teruo (Japan)
Cancellation

P81- Imane Kendili, Khalid Ouqezza, Nadia Kadri (Morocco)
Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and its Implication on the Cannabis Use in Teenager’s Environment in Prison

Epidemiology

P82- Antonella Gigantesco, Ilaria Lega (Italy)
The Italian National Integrated Epidemiological Surveillance in Mental Health

P83- Nisrine Abdelhay, Imane Kendili, Driss Moussaoui, Nadia Kadiri, Soumia Berrada (Morocco)
Prevalence of Violence and Psychiatric Comorbidities among Minor Placed in a Rehabilitation Center in Casablanca

P84- Walaa Benchekroun, Mohamed Agoub, Fatima Assouab, Driss Moussaoui, Nadia Kadri (Morocco)
Moroccan Women Mental Health Disorders

P85- Nouama Zerouali, Khadija Mchichi Alami, Imane El Maameri, Nadia Kadiri, Rajaa Bensghir, Abdelfettah Chakib (Morocco)
Prevalence of Major Psychiatric Disorders in Patients Infected with Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV+)

P86- Osman Ozdel (Turkey)
Prevalance of Adult ADHD in Denizli City Centre

P87- Lumie Rumii Kurabayashi (Japan)
Suicide of the Employees in Japan: the Present Situation, and Governmental and Local Preventive Measures
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